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Abstract
Background: The management of exercise during the treatment of eating disorders (ED) has garnered much
attention in the recent years. Despite interest in adopting exercise as a supplemental component to ED
treatment, details are lacking regarding the specific components or guiding principles that should be
considered when recommending exercise for individuals with EDs. Purpose: The purpose of this study was to
identify ED-specific guidelines on the frequency, intensity, time (duration), and type (e.g., FITT principles).
Methods: To gain insight regarding these details, semi-structured interviews were conducted with an
international panel of ED experts (n = 13). Verbatim transcripts were analyzed with the support of NVivo 11.0.
Themes were reflective of the FITT principle. Results: Specifically, frequency and duration should follow a
graded protocol that aligns with each client’s unique mental and physical health needs. Intensity of exercise
should move from light, to moderate, incorporating higher intensities cautiously, depending on a client’s
treatment plan and fitness levels. All types of exercise modalities were encouraged; however, flexibility
exercises were viewed as safest while resistance training was recognized as most important for regaining
function and body composition. Hesitancy surrounded cardiovascular activity due to its tendency to be abused
by individuals with ED. Conclusion: Therefore, participants advised that social activities precede the
engagement of solitary cardiovascular activities. Together, these results provide important new and clinically
relevant details regarding the potential inclusion of exercise in ED treatment.
Health & Fitness Journal of Canada 2019;13(2):3-15.
https://doi.org/10.14288/hfjc.v13i2.297
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Introduction
Evidence supporting the incorporation
of exercise into mental health treatment is
mounting. For instance, engaging in
exercise for mild to moderate anxiety and
depressive disorders has been shown to
elicit clinical improvement on par with

medication (Schuch et al., 2016; Stonerock,
Hoffman, Smith, & Blumenthal, 2015;
Ströhle, 2009). Such successes have lead
clinicians and researchers alike to question
the possibility of using exercise
therapeutically in other mental health
disorders. Eating disorders (ED) often are
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comorbid with mental health issues that
have been shown to respond well to
therapeutic exercise, and therefore may
benefit from similar exercise protocols
(Cook et al., 2016). However, unlike anxiety
and depressive disorders, exercise has
been posited to play a significantly more
complex and interwoven role in the
etiology, maintenance and prognosis of
EDs (Meyer, Taranis, Goodwin, & Haycraft,
2011). Consequentially, ED guidelines are
unique compared to other related areas of
mental health in that there is a lack of
information regarding the specific
considerations for key aspects such as the
frequency, intensity, time and type of
activity that inform how to use exercise in
treatment.
The consternation about the etiological
role of exercise in EDs has resulted in two
diametrically
opposing
contentions
regarding if exercise in ED treatment and
recovery is possible. The first contention
suggests that including exercise in ED
treatment should be avoided entirely. This
recommendation has emerged as a result
of
the
established
detrimental
relationships of unsupervised exercise
performed as part of the active phase of an
ED. Specifically, compared to individuals
with ED who do not exercise
dysfunctionally, individuals engaging in
dysfunctional exercise display higher
levels of psychological distress and ED
psychopathology (Dalle Grave et al., 2008;
Meyer, Taranis, & Touyz, 2008), illness
chronicity, higher rates of relapse
(Hausenblas, Cook, & Chittester, 2008;
Meyer et al., 2008), longer inpatient
hospitalizations, and higher direct and
indirect treatment costs (Crow & Nyman,
2004; Stuhldreher et al., 2012).
Dysfunctional exercise in this context is a
term used to encompass a variety of other
terms used for unhealthful relationships

with exercise such as exercise addiction,
compulsive exercise, obligatory exercise,
excessive
exercise
etc.
(American
Psychiatric Association, 2013; Hausenblas
& Downs, 2002; Mond, Hay, Rodgers, &
Owen, 2006). However, the research
purported to support this contention is
severely limited by poor methodology and
assessments, bias observations and an
overgeneralization of results from case
studies of homogenous samples of
individuals with severe and enduring
anorexia nervosa (AN) (Cook & Leininger,
2017).
Alternatively, the second contention is
based on empirical evidence that offered
an alternative view of exercise in EDs. This
view
suggests
that
interventions
incorporating
closely
monitored,
nutritionally supported exercise may be
healthful for individuals with EDs. Several
reviews of the literature have documented
positive results for appropriate inclusion of
exercise in treatment for all variants of EDs
(Cook et al., 2016; Ng, Ng, & Wong, 2013;
Moola, Gairdner & Amara, 2013;
Vancampfort et al., 2014; Zunker, Mitchell,
& Wonderlich, 2011). To date, exercise
interventions have shown improved
quality of life, physical fitness, body
composition, and reductions in drive for
thinness, weight and shape concerns,
eating restraint scores, anxiety, depression,
sleep disturbances and perceived stress in
athletic and non-athletic ED populations
(Hausenblas et al., 2008; Fewell, Nickols,
Tierney, & Levinson, 2018; Moola, et al.,
2013; Ng et al., 2013; Vancampfort et al.,
2014). These initial successes are
encouraging and provide evidence for the
need to further refine and specify how to
incorporate exercise into treatment.
Providing
clinically
derived
recommendations may then maximize
improvement in treatment outcomes by
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standardizing the delivery of exercise in ED
treatment. Thus, further research and
clinical evidence is needed to reconcile
these two divergent contentions regarding
the role exercise in ED treatment.
Incorporating exercise during ED
treatment without guidelines has become
increasingly common. In a multinational
study, 65.3% of treatment units surveyed
included exercise as part of their program;
however only 22.5% included exercise
plans created by exercise specialists
(Bratland-Sanda et al., 2009). Similarly, a
recent qualitative study found that
approximately 50% of health professionals
throughout North America and Europe
incorporated some type of exercise into ED
treatment, without the guidance of an
exercise professional (Quesnel et al., 2017).
Despite these advances, clinicians continue
to indicate that there is a lack of guiding
information
for
managing
and
incorporating exercise into ED treatment
(Quesnel et al., 2017). Extant guidelines are
preliminary recommendations that focus
on goal oriented, individually tailored,
graded programs for supervised exercise
that include flexibility (FLX), resistance
training (RT) and cardiovascular activity
(CV) (Calogero & Pedrotty 2004; Cook et
al., 2016; Quesnel et al., 2017; Schlegel,
Hartmann, Fuchs, & Zeeck, 2015).
However, these guidelines have stopped
short of recommending specific amounts,
including the frequency, intensities, timing,
and type of exercise (e.g., FITT principles)
that are specific to ED treatment. Thus, EDspecific FITT guidelines are needed to
improve applicability and uptake of
exercise protocols into clinical settings.
Further, providing the ED- specific
guidelines could serve as a first step in
scientific inquiries regarding this topic.
While
recent
expert-driven
recommendations for the appropriate use

of exercise in treatment have been
described (Quesnel et al., 2017), there
remains a need for comprehensive
guidelines to inform clinicians about the
specific exercise principles (e.g., frequency,
intensity, time, type) for exercise
management in ED treatment (American
College of Sports Medicine, Riebe, Ehrman,
Liguori, & Magal, 2018). Thus, elaboration
on preliminary recommendations (Quesnel
et al., 2017) is needed. Therefore, the
primary purpose of this study was to
identify ED-specific guidelines on the
frequency, intensity, time (duration), and
type (American College of Sports Medicine
et al., 2018) of exercise in ED treatment.
(American College of Sports Medicine et al.,
2018). In the introduction, the author(s)
must introduce the topic and discuss its
relevance. The author(s) must state clearly
the purpose and hypothesis (where
applicable) of the work. The introduction
should be approximately 2-3 paragraphs
and well cited. All papers that present
original research findings must be
hypothesis driven (i.e., contain a clearly
defined hypothesis at the end of the
introduction). Other papers (such as
position papers, systematic reviews,
narrative reviews, student opinions, etc.)
should also include a brief 2-3 introduction
highlighting the need for this work and the
key hypotheses (as appropriate).
Methods
This exploratory, qualitative study used
semi-structured
interviews
with
healthcare professionals to identify
recommendations for the frequency,
intensity, and time (duration) of
therapeutic exercise sessions as part of ED
treatment for Anorexia Nervosa (AN),
Bulimia Nervosa (BN), Other Specified
Feeding and Eating Disorders (OSFED) and
Avoidant Restrictive Food Intake Disorder
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(ARFID). Unlike the other EDs, in Binge
Eating Disorder (BED) there are higher
rates of individuals who are overweight or
obese and typically these individuals
engage in a sedentary life style
(Vancampfort et al., 2013). Importantly,
compensatory behaviors are not a clinical
feature of BED; therefore, the risk of
exercise becoming dysfunctional is low
(American Psychiatric Assocation, 2013).
As such, the tensions surrounding exercise
guidelines are not reflected in this
population, thus this study did not
encompass BED in its inquiry. Ethical
approval was obtained by The Behavioral
Research Ethics Board at the University of
British Columbia (#H15-01276).
Participants
A total of 44 participants were identified
through ED treatment centers, at
professional
conferences,
by
recommendations
from
other
professionals in the field and by their
published work. To be eligible to
participate in the following study,
participants had to: 1) understand and
speak English or French , 2) have
professional credentials and be registered
with their designated licensing body, 3)
have a professional interest in the role of
exercise in ED treatment (demonstrated
through active research and/or clinical
practice experience), and 4) have three
years of full-time experience working in
the field of ED. Purposeful recruitment
took place over the course of six months
(August 2015- February 2016) by email
and face to face. Interested individuals (n =
18) were emailed further information
about the study and based on criteria
eligibility a total of 13 participants
completed the interviews. Reasons for not
participating
included,
unsuccessful
contact (e.g., incorrect email address),

scheduling conflict or they did not respond
to the invitation email.
Experimental Design
All participants (n = 13) provided
informed consent and demographic
information prior to the start of each
interview.
Three
interviews
were
conducted face to face, seven were
completed via Skype and three interviews
were done on the telephone. Each
interview was directed by a predetermined, opened ended interview guide
which was developed to address gaps in
the literature concerning guidelines for
incorporating exercise into ED treatment
(Bratland- Sanda et al., 2009; Hausenblas et
al., 2008; Meyers, Taranis, & Touyz, 2009;
Moola et al., 2013; Ng et al., 2013;
Vancampfort et al., 2014; Zunker et al.,
2011). Sections of the same interview
guide were previously utilized in published
work by Quesnel et al., 2017. However, the
components of the FITT principles were
not delineated within that study. Thus, the
procedures described in this current study
are only pertinent to ascertaining ED
professionals use and guidance of how to
implement the FITT principle. The FITT
principle outlines four distinct components
of exercise protocol the frequency,
intensity, time and type of activity
(American College of Sports Medicine et al.,
2018).
All interviews were conducted by the
principal researcher (DQ), ranged in
duration from 45 to 100 min, and were
audio-recorded. The recordings were
transcribed
verbatim
and
once
transcription was completed participants
were sent their relevant transcript to
review for accuracy.
Data Analysis Methodologies Employed
Data management software, NVivo11.0,
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was used to store, sort and organize codes
in the data. Distinct titles and numbers
were assigned to each interview
participant to render them anonymous.
Inductive thematic analysis, as outlined by
Braun and Clark (2006; 2014), was used to
analysis the data. The six steps of thematic
analysis including 1) becoming familiar
with the data 2) initial coding 3) theme
formation 4) revision of themes and codes
5) labeling and defining identified themes
6) revision of each theme (Braun & Clarke,
2006; 2014). Methods of rigour were also
implemented throughout the study to
ensure
generalizability/transferability
(e.g. peer review, purposeful sampling,
auditing),
validity
(e.g.,
thinking
theoretically, concurrent data collection
and analysis) and reliability (e.g.,
purposeful sampling) of the data (Mayan,
2009).
Results
Demographic Characteristics
Participants constituted 13 experts from
both clinical and research fields employed
in hospitals, universities and private
practice clinics, within North America and
Europe. One participant did not complete
the demographics form thus the following
represents the demographic information
for 12 of the 13 participants. Participants
had a mean age of 46.5 y (SD = 13.23 y) and
75% were female. On average, they worked
in the field of ED for a mean of 15.13 y (SD
= 9.59 y). Table 1 provides further details
of demographic characteristics.
Main Findings
The findings are presented by each
aspect of the FITT principle by addressing
the “Frequency”, “Intensity” “Time” and
“Type”. Representative quotes are reported
to provide evidence of themes within the
data.

Frequency
Participants (n = 13) agreed that session
frequency be based on the individual needs
of the client; as University Research #4
outlined “frequency can start at just once a
week and progress up to 5-6 days a week.
And again, what is going to help them
progress in frequency will be health goals, as
their nutrition improves, and their weight
improves the frequency of the activity can
improve”. More specifically, “You would
have to monitor their electrolytes, to know if
three days of activity would be too much, or
should they do one [day].” (Private Clinician
#1). Participants also based the
recommendations for exercise frequency
on the modality of activity chosen; for
instance, FLX could “be done pretty much
everyday” (University Research #1) (n = 9).
Contrarily, for other activities such as RT,
University Researcher #5 reflected on
current research and suggested that “if the
objective is to increase muscle [in ED
populations], frequency should be at least
three times a week”.
Intensity
When
reflecting
on
intensity,
participants were in agreement that the
intensity should be based on individual
needs (n = 13); “it’s really going to depend
on where the individual is, how they are
feeling about it” (University Researcher
#4). Many highlighted it would also
“depend on their fitness levels” (University
Researcher #6) and the client’s personal
goals.
Participants
consistently
recommended that intensity should move
from light (i.e., able to continue a
conversation) to moderate (i.e., breathing
heavy) (n = 12). University Researcher #4
outlined that within research: “I have never
seen an instance of high intensity exercise
incorporated
into
ED
population”.
However, Hospital Researcher #1 outlined
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“the intensity is moderate, sometimes
vigorous” in their hospital exercise
program. This individual further clarified
the reason for these different intensities,
indicating “to help them [clients] know how
it feels to be moderately active because what
they know is the extremely vigorous activity,
so to set back or reduce the intensity is part
of the psycho educative aspect of the
sessions”. They recommended “50-70% of
one rep [repetition] maximum” (University
Researcher #6) at the start for all
applicable types of RT modalities (e.g.,
resistance machines, free weights, exercise
bands, etc.). University Researcher #5
outlined, “the intensity has to be enough to
help them regain the muscle loss” and
promote other health benefits. As such, if
the goal is to “increase muscle, RT has to be
done at least three times a week, using big
group muscles, with intensity high; around
70-80% of one rep [repetition] maximum”)
(University Researcher #5).
Time
Participants also offered some insight
regarding time/duration of activity.
Starting an exercise protocol at 20 - 30 min
per session was often suggested (n = 10),
and the time “10min, 20 min, 30 min, would
progress with the intensity [of the activity]”
(Private Clinician #2). However, the
participants highlighted the need to
mindfully choose the activity when
determining duration. Hospital Clinician
#1 delineated the “there’s a great difference
phenomenologically saying 30 minutes of
resistance training X number of times per
week rather than 3-30 minutes periods of
group activity that could include going to
the ball park.” Participants did suggest that
regardless of modality the frequency and
duration of sessions should follow a graded
protocol (n = 12).

Type
All participants (n = 13) suggested
including FLX. Hospital Clinician #1
recommended it as the first type of exercise
to be introduced and another participant
highlighted that it may have the greatest
utility when it is paired with “some mindful
connection to breathing” to promote
relaxation (Hospital Clinician #2).
Including exercise bands, seated whole
body “stretching”, and group yoga classes
in a climate-controlled environment, were
recommended as modes of stretching
(Hospital Clinician #1 & University
Researcher #3) (n = 11).
“The most important [type of activity] is
the strength or resistance training.”
(University Researcher #6) (n = 7) due to
its “lower calorie[s] demand” (University
Researcher #5), importance in restoring
muscle mass and function (n = 10) and the
benefit of “weight baring activities for bone
health” (Hospital Clinician #2). It was
regarded as imposing a lower risk then CV
because “cardiovascular training is where
the abuse happened but very few [clients]
did weight training” (Private Clinician #3).
Participants suggested that RT should be
incorporated at the beginning in a “simple
and accessible way” and “have them
experience activities [they didn’t previously
engage in] such as different types of yoga,
TRX, interval training, spinning, sports, etc.
and then have them do more of what
interests them instead of prescribing a
specific type for everyone” (Hospital
Clinician #4) (n = 11). Additionally, safety
was considered by many (n = 9), as such
University Researcher #4 recommended
“stationary weight machines, at least at the
beginning, should be used because the joints
and the core need to be protected to prevent
injury”. Other types of RT suggested were
body weight exercises, Pilates, circuit
training, and use of exercise bands,
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punching bags, bars, and dumbbells.
A common concern among participants
was clients engaging in CV to produce a
caloric deficit (n = 12). Hospital Researcher
#3 explained that “those who do compulsive
exercise, they run and run and run and run”.
However, “if you make [CV] exercise a no no
in a program, you are probably guaranteed
of getting people exercising secretively”
(Private Clinician #3). Despite concerns, “I
wouldn’t necessarily say all cardiovascular
activity is out” (Hospital Clinician #2).
Instead “I would encourage them to
consider other [CV] activities” while being
mindful that “their bodies can be so fragile
and there is a risk of different types of
injury”. Essentially, many suggested
incorporating different varieties of
activities (e.g., nature walks, group relay
games, playing sport) while taking a break
from a dysfunctional activity to avoid
triggering compulsive exercise (n = 10).
For example, “if they were a runner not to
start running again yet. We shouldn’t be
starting with it [abused activity] because it
just triggers the thoughts of calories. We
should try and find other activities that are
going to help them [clients], help their mood,
but also retrain their brain to accept
different forms of exercise that are more
social and are not intended on burning
calories and/or focusing on perfection
(Hospital Clinician #3)”
Thus, participants suggested that CV
should include “fun activities and adding
playful elements” (Hospital Researcher #3)
such as “hiking and games” (Hospital
Clinician #3) that take place in a group
setting. As they progress through
treatment “they can jog, they can bike, they
can use elliptical or the step machine all of
that different equipment. I don’t see why
they cannot use equipment when their
physical muscle function is correct, when the
joints are protected all that stuff” (Hospital

Clinician #4).
On the basis of the interviews, we have
identified the following guidelines for how
to employ the FITT principles in ED
treatment (please see Table 2 below).
Discussion
The purpose of this study was to identify
ED-specific guidelines on the frequency,
intensity, time (duration), and type
(American College of Sports Medicine et al.,
2018) of exercise in ED treatment. Our
results extend the literature by providing a
necessary next step beyond previously
reported general guidelines concerning
exercise protocols (Cook et al., 2016;
Quesnel et al., 2017) taking into account
variations between research and clinical
practice. This study is to first to provide
specific recommendations concerning the
use of the FITT principle in ED treatment.
The inclusion of exercise as part of ED
treatment represents a wholistic approach
to recovery that addresses establishing a
beneficial relationship with movement and
may impart several mental and physical
health improvements (Cook et al., 2016;
Quesnel et al., 2017; Schegel et al., 2016). In
terms of frequency, participants reported
that ED clients may engage in therapeutic
exercise on most if not all days of the week.
This matches previous research that has
included different modalities of exercise,
even CV, for up five sessions per week
during ED treatment (Schegel et al., 2015;
Thien, Thoman, Markin, & Birmingham,
2000; Tokumura, Yoshiba, Tanaka, Nari, &
Watanabe, 2002). Further, two to three
sessions per week of RT have shown
strength
and
functionality
benefit
(Chantler et al., 2006; Fernandez del Valle
et al., 2014). Previous research
incorporating a range of activities three or
four times a week for 30 - 60 min per
session was successful for improving
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treatment outcomes and did not interfere
with weight restoration (Calogero &
Pedrotty, 2004; Thien et al., 2000; Touyz,
Lennerts, Arthus, & Beumont, 1993).
Indeed, when Calogero and Pedrotty
incorporated an exercise protocol into a
sample of 127 individuals with ED they
gained a third more weight than the control
non exercise group despite engaging in
activity four times a week for 60 min a day.
Similarly, Thien and colleagues (2000)
incorporated a graded exercise protocol
into AN treatment and delivered an
exercise intervention at least 3 times per
week at their first “level” of integration
without adverse outcomes. By slowly
incorporating additional sessions of
activity, it may help clients gradually
become more comfortable with nourishing
themselves adequately before, during, and
after activity. Supporting activity with
nutrition has been outlined as a crucial
component of ensuring safety when a client
is engaging in activity (Fewell et al., 2018;
Ng et al, 2013; Quesnel et al., 2018).
Additionally, gradually increasing the
frequency of exercise sessions permits the
individual to engage in psychoeducation
about activity during their rest days. A
recent randomized controlled trial has
found that psychoeducation included with
standard cognitive behavioral therapy
reduces exercise compulsivity (Hay et al.,
2018). Results of our study may help
inform how exercise frequency may be
used
to
incorporate
experiential
opportunities to practice and apply
knowledge from such psychoeducation
programs while still under close exercise
supervision as part of treatment. Lastly, the
rest periods offered by lower frequency
activity supports the needs of a mal
nourished body. The American College of
Sport Medicine recommends at least 48
hours of rest to fully realize the

physiological benefits consequential to a
bout of exercise for the healthy body
(American College of Sports Medicine et al.,
2018). As such, more frequent and longer
rest periods may be warranted in the mal
nourished body. As the body’s physical
state improves, the frequency of exercise
may also increase. In turn, this can help
teach the client to exercise in
correspondence their health, not for shape
or weight.
The results of our study indicating a
gradual increase in exercise intensity are
similar to previous reports that suggest
intensity progression as the best way to
build muscle and strength for individuals
with AN (Chantler, Szabo & Green, 2006;
Fernandez del Valle et al., 2014; Szabo &
Green, 2002). Previous ED specific RT
programs have fostered benefits in
strength through three sets of eight to 15
repetitions with a resting period of 1-2 min
between sets (Chantler, Szabo, & Green,
2006; Fernandez del Valle et al., 2014) and
increases in repetitions or weight should
progress by 5-10% every second week
provided that patient’s health has also been
improving (Fernandez del Valle et al.,
2014). The physiological systems of
individuals with EDs are evidently
compromised, thus slow and gradual
increases in exercise intensity are
necessary as they offer clients the
opportunity to slowly and safely condition
their bodies (Hausenblas et al., 2008).
In regard to the type of activity, there is
great concern for patient health and safety
when it comes to cardiovascular types of
activity due to its greater caloric demand
and tendency to be dysfunctional for
individuals with ED (Beumont, Arthur,
Russell, & Touyz, 1994; Quesnel et al.,
2017). As such, our results indicated that
CV may be incorporated to help prepare
clients for when supervision is no longer
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needed. Thus, the clients would first
encounter CV in the format of
noncompetitive recreational sports or
hikes in groups. It is important to note that
competitiveness is a noted clinical feature
of ED. Thus, group CV activities must be
careful to avoid opportunities for
individuals to compete with each other,
themselves,
or
otherwise
find
dysfunctional ways to increase CV activity
intensity, duration, or frequency (Schleien
& Bardone-Cone, 2016). If an individual
would like to return to an activity which
was previously dysfunctional (e.g.,
running,
swimming,
biking
etc.)
participants outlined that it may be
beneficial for them to have a “break” from
this activity before slowly reintegrating it
by starting at a low intensity and moving
cautiously to a moderate intensity. The
benefit of this may be to have clients
experience different types of CV activity,
and perhaps help them discover an activity
they prefer besides one their previously
abused.
The complexity of addressing and
reorienting a client to CV activity also
reinforces the importance of utilizing an
exercise
professional
with
an
understanding of ED to individually and
safely prescribe exercise to this population
(Quesnel et al., 2017; Wattles, 2001). Thus,
our results inform and support the need for
comprehensive treatment teams that
include exercise professionals (Cook et al.,
2016). Further, the phenomenon of clients
returning to a previously abused activity
underscores the importance of challenging
deeply held dysfunctional beliefs about
exercise and/or particular modes of
exercise (Hay et al., 2018). Challenging
these beliefs may in turn address the
underlying functional relationship of
exercise with the ED (Meyer et al., 2013).
Importantly, our results suggest that

allowing time for such clinical work while
simultaneously engaging in appropriate
forms of CV activities may provide
experiential opportunities to challenge
beliefs and process cognitive aspects
related to exercise during treatment.
Additionally, these preliminary results
offer the opportunity for continued
research to inquire into the feasibility and
acceptability of combined psychoeducation
and therapeutic exercise initiatives in ED.
Lastly with regards to time, our study
found that many ED professionals would
limit duration (e.g., time of exercise
participation) to 10, 20, or 30-min bouts.
This
aligns
with
previous
recommendations (Cook et al., 2016;
Danielsen, RO, & Bjornelv, 2018) and
further highlights the importance of
gradually increasing the load on the body
for safety and ensuring that each client is
engaging in a program that is tailored to
their unique health needs. It also allows
clinicians to closely monitor all aspects of
exercise, adjust intensity if needed, and
limit instances for exercise to become
excessive in scope and thereby impact
caloric balance and/or weight restoration.
Most importantly, limiting the amount of
time and intensity of exercise limits the
potential caloric expenditure of exercise
and therefore the caloric imbalance
created by dysfunctional exercise.
Together much of the FITT components
make up the volume of exercise, also
known as the total amount of activity or
work executed in a single session such as
the number muscles worked, repetitions
and sets (ACSM, 2018). Initially, exercise
volume or more specifically duration was
used as a marker to define excessive
exercise (under the umbrella term of
dysfunctional exercise). Indeed, BratlandSanda and colleagues (2010) defined an
excessive exercise as equal to or greater
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than six hours of moderate to vigorous
exercise per week. Such criteria leads one
to wonder, would we label an individual
who walks their dog 30 min per day (i.e.
moderate intensity exercise; ACSM, 2018)
and attends a 45 min aerobics class at a
gym four times per week (i.e., totaling 6.5
hr of exercise in a week) as an excessive
exerciser? Ultimately, markers of duration,
intensity or other exercise metrics can play
a role in characterising dysfunctional
exercise (Bratland-Sanda et al., 2010) that
being, said more recent conceptualization
underscore the quality of the individual’s
relationship with exercise as a primary
factor in characterizing dysfunctional
exercise (Cook, Hausenblas, Tuccitto, &
Giacobbi, 2011). Volumes of exercise have
varied greatly in ED and exercise research
protocols (Carei et al., 2013; Moola et al.,
2010; Tomakura et al., 2013). Fortunately,
to date, no volume of monitored,
nutritionally supported and safe exercise
incorporated into ED populations have
results in adverse outcomes (Moola et al.,
2013; Ng et al. 2013; Zunker et al., 2011). A
graded protocol, as suggested by our
results inherently present a gradual
increase in training volume, accurately
reflecting the range of training volumes
present in the available literature.
Despite the preliminary nature of these
recommendations, the current study holds
value as it presents delineated concepts for
health professionals. The use of qualitative
methodologies allowed an in-depth
exploration of the participants personal
opinion’s and belief’s surrounding the
research topic. However, this study is not
without limitations. First, our results do
not definitively identify which aspects of
client health should be reviewed to assign
and progress clients through the levels of
the FITT protocol, limiting application to
some extent. Similarly, the collective

responses from the participants cannot be
distilled into specific recommendations for
each of the different ED (AN, BN, OSFED),
warranting further research to elucidate
exercise –specific factors of each variant of
ED. Additionally, barriers to incorporating
new protocols into ED treatment exist.
First, professionals typically do not follow
protocols, despite their desire for such
protocols (Waller, 2016). Specifically, only
between 6 and 35% of clinicians report
adhering to evidence-based guidelines
(Waller, 2016). Therefore, more work
needs to be done to help clinicians
understand and apply guidelines such as
those presented in our study. In addition,
the concept of incorporating exercise into
ED treatment remains somewhat “taboo”
despite research advances and presents
several barriers for its initiation into
treatment (Quesnel et al., 2017). Clinical
attitudes towards exercise in ED, a
reported lack of knowledge and
understanding, resistance to change, and
availability of specialized staff slow the
incorporation of exercise into ED
treatment settings (Quesnel et al., 2017).
As a result, continued research supporting
the safety and appropriates of exercise in
ED treatment is warranted, if not
necessary.
Conclusions
In conclusion, the findings from this
study expand the role of exercise
professionals in clinical mental health
settings, and provide a foundation for the
future development of safe and
appropriate exercise protocols based in the
FITT principle for managing exercise in ED
treatment. Our results can as a starting
point to inform researchers about
measurable acute exercise variables, dose
response to exercise, and appropriateness
of particular types of exercise in ED
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treatment. Ultimately, this may lead to
clinical advancements that are clientcentered and assists individuals with ED in
managing and improving their relationship
with exercise during recovery.
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